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Michigan Basin Otsego County Site



Crosswell Seismic Survey

• Sources in one well and receivers in another 
well create a 2-dimensional image of the 
velocity of the rocks between them

• An initial survey is performed to create an 
image of the rocks without CO2

RT RT

•Subsequent surveys are compared to 
this initial survey to track the movement 
of the CO2.

Figure Courtesy of Schlumberger

Figure from Lazaratos and Marion, The Leading Edge, 9/97



Acoustic Emissions

• Sensors placed down monitoring 
wells continuously record the small 
cracks the rocks make as the CO2 
travels through.

• These cracks are located, giving a 
picture of where the CO2 plume is.

Figure from Maxwell and Urbancic, The Leading Edge 6/01



Wellhead Monitoring
• Pressure and temperature will be 

continuously monitored at the 
surface

– Data collection will also occur at the 
base of the well

• Automatic sensors will report any 
unusual change in pressure, 
temperature or volume.



Fluid Sampling
• Samples from the injection 

formation are taken and sent to 
the lab for analysis.

• Samples are taken both prior 
and after injection

– Looking for changes in the 
chemical make up of the fluid to 
indicate the presence of CO2.

• Testing can be performed with 
a specially equipped drill rig.



Wireline Testing

• Tools that are sent down 
the well to record 
information

– Can measure the ratio 
between carbon and 
oxygen in the well fluids

– Helps to determine how far 
the CO2 plume has 
traveled.



4D Seismic Survey

• A 3D seismic survey was already 
performed in 2003

– Helped to determine this is a safe 
injection site

• Another survey will be performed 
in exactly the same way the first 
one was

– This will allow for the comparison 
between the two surveys

– The differences in the surveys 
can most likely be attributed to 
the presence of CO2



Background – Increasing CO2 
Concentrations

•Since pre-industrial times, increasing emissions of greenhouse gases have led 
to a marked increase in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations and a 
warming of our planet. 
•Carbon dioxide annual emissions, the largest contributor to man-made 
emissions of greenhouse gases, increased by 80% from 1970 to 2004.
•The major greenhouse gases emitted by human activities remain in the 
atmosphere for periods ranging from decades to centuries. 

Graph showing atmospheric increase in OC2



Most of the Midwest is in a Low Seismic Hazard Zone, But 
Faulting needs to be considered
(USGS National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project)


